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CONS P EC TU S

D uring carrier multiplication (CM), also known
as multiexciton generation (MEG), absorption

of a single photon produces multiple electron-
hole pairs, or excitons. This process can appreciably
increase the efficiency of photoconversion, which
is especially beneficial in photocatalysis and
photovoltaics.

This Account reviews recent progress in under-
standing the CM process in semiconductor nano-
crystals (NCs), motivated by the challenge research-
ers face to quickly identify candidate nanomaterials
with enhanced CM. We present a possible solution
to this problem by showing that, using measured
biexciton Auger lifetimes and intraband relaxation rates as surrogates for, respectively, CM time constants and non-CM energy-loss rates,
we can predict relative changes in CM yields as a function of composition. Indeed, by studying PbS, PbSe, and PbTe NCs of a variety of sizes
we determine that the significant difference in CM yields for these compounds comes from the dissimilarities in their non-CM relaxation
channels, i.e., the processes that compete with CM. This finding is likely general, as previous observations of a material-independent,
“universal” volume-scaling of Auger lifetimes suggest that the timescale of the CMprocess itself is only weakly affected by NC composition.

We further explore the role of nanostructure shape in the CM process. We observe that a moderate elongation (aspect ratio
of 6�7) of PbSe NCs can cause up to an approximately two-fold increase in the multiexciton yield compared to spherical
nanoparticles. The increased Auger lifetimes and improved charge transport properties generally associated with elongated
nanostructures suggest that lead chalcogenide nanorods are a promising system for testing CM concepts in practical photovoltaics.

Historically, experimental considerations have been an important factor influencing CM studies. To this end, we discuss the role
of NC photocharging in CM measurements. Photocharging can distort multiexciton dynamics, leading to erroneous estimations of
the CM yield. Here, we show that in addition to distorting time-resolved CM signals, photocharging also creates spectral signatures
that mimic CM. This re-emphasizes the importance of a careful analysis of the potential effect of charged species in both optical and
photocurrent-based measurements of this process.

1. Introduction
Carrier multiplication (CM) is a process whereby absorption

of a single photon results in multiple electron�hole (e-h)

pairs (excitons). This process could benefit a number of

solar-energy conversion technologies, most notably photo-

catalysis and photovoltaics (PVs).1,2 For example, a single-

junction PV with an ideal CM yield can produce a power

conversion efficiency exceeding 40%,1,3,4 which is a con-

siderable improvement over the traditional Shockley�
Queisser limit of ∼31%.5 The ideal CM yield is described

by a staircase function in which each increment of the

incident photon energy (pω) by the band gap (Eg) results in

a new e-h pair, corresponding to an increase of quantum

efficiency (QE) of photon to exciton conversion by one or
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100% (Figure 1; black solid line). In the CM case, QE is greater

than unity and the value of η = (QE� 1) is usually referred to

as multiexciton yield.

In bulk semiconductors, CM has been observed since the

1950s and explained by impact ionization. In impact ioniza-

tion, the collision of a high-energy (hot) conduction-band

electron (or valence-band hole) with a valence-band elec-

tron promotes it across the energy gap. Two important

parameters of this process are the activation threshold

(pωth in the case of optical excitation) and the e-h pair

creation energy (εeh). The latter is the energy required to

generate a new exciton after the CM threshold is reached. In

optical measurements, εeh can be derived from the inverse

slope of the dependence ofQEon pω: εeh= [Δ(QE)/Δ(pω)]�1 =

[Δη/Δ(pω)]�1. Energy conservation dictates that the mini-

mal values of εeh and pωth are Eg and 2Eg, respectively.

However, in bulk semiconductors, because of the additional

restrictions imposed by momentum conservation and fast

energy losses due to phonon emission, both of these quan-

tities are considerably higher than the ideal, energy-conser-

vation-defined limit. As a result, the benefits of CM in PVs

based on traditional bulk solids are negligible.

Quantum-confined semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs),

known also as nanocrystal quantum dots, present a

promising alternative to bulk materials when it concerns

CM. First, a wide separation between NC discrete states has

been expected to suppress phonon emission due to a

phonon bottleneck6 and thus favor CM, as was first pointed

out by Nozik.2 Second, three-dimensional (3D) spatial con-

finement leads to relaxation of translational momentum

conservation, which should reduce both pωth and εeh. These

considerations motivated a renewed interest in CM with a

focus on quantum-confined nanomaterials.

The first experimental observation of CM in quantum

dots was reported for PbSe NCs in 2004 by Schaller and

Klimov,7 where CMwas detected using the fast Auger decay

signatures of multiexcitons8 in transient absorption (TA).

Following this initial report, CM in NCs has become the

subject of intense experimental9�11 and theoretical

investigations.12�15 Early CM studies were mired in confu-

sion, as a large spread in the QEs measured for nominally

identical materials appeared in the literature.16,17 More

recent investigations have established that those large dis-

crepancies originated primarily as a result of extrinsic factors

such as uncontrolled photocharging of NCs.18�20 After elim-

inating these artifacts, photocharging-free measurements

show good agreement between data obtained by different

groups and/or different spectroscopic techniques19,21,22

(circles and squares in Figure 1). Furthermore, the results of

spectroscopic studies of CM have recently been validated by

direct photocurrent measurements in photovoltaic devices23

(diamonds in Figure 1).

2. Carrier Multiplication in Relation to Auger
Recombination and Intraband Relaxation
A large body of recent experimental data obtained for PbSe

quantum dots indicates that CM efficiency is enhanced com-

pared to bulk PbSe if one accounts for the confinement-

induced increase in the band gap energy, which in practice

is usually accomplished by analyzing QE as a function

of pω/Eg (Figure 1). While the use of this approach is still

a subject of debate,16,24 the fact that PbSe NCs are superior

to bulk PbSe with regard to energetic output is universally

accepted in the community. A further increase of CM yield

was observed recently in elongated PbSe nanorods (NRs);25,26

however, the QEs measured for NCs are still too moderate to

significantly improve PV power conversion. In order to achieve

a more considerable enhancement in CM, one needs a better

understanding of the factors defining εeh and pωth.

Initial quantitative insights into CM can be obtained by

considering the regime in which a carrier (e.g., an electron) is

excited with the energy Ee which is slightly above the CM

FIGURE1. CMefficiencies of PbSeNCs (blueandgreen symbls) andbulk
PbSe films (red solid triangle; ref 24) as a function of pω/Eg. In addition to
NC measurements from the present study (blue solid circles and
squares), we show results from ref 21 (blue open circles). The CM
threshold (pωth) in NCs is greatly reduced compared to bulk. Note the
excellent agreement between transient absorption (blue open circles, blue
solid circles), photoluminescence (blue solid squares), and photocurrent
(green open diamonds; ref 23) measurements. Ideal
cases set by energy conservation are shown by a solid black line (ideal
“staircase”) andadashedblack line (more realisticdependencewith εeh=Eg).
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threshold (Ee,th) so that the relaxation time window (T)

available for CM (Figure 2a) is small compared to the

time scale of the individual CM event (τe,CM). In this case,

the probability of generating a new exciton (pe,CM) can

beestimated from pe,CM= T/τCM= (Ee� Ee,th)/(kcoolτCM), where

kcool is the energy-loss rate (measured, e.g., in eV/ps) during

intraband cooling due to non-CM processes such as phonon

emission. Since photoexcitation produces both an electron

and a hole, the total multiexciton yield η = pe,CM þ ph,CM.

Assuming that τCM, kcool, and Eth are similar for electrons and

holes (lead chalcogenides feature mirror-symmetric conduc-

tion and valence bands), we obtain η = (pω� pωth)/(kcoolτCM).

From εeh = [Δη/Δ(pω)]�1, εeh = kcoolτCM, which indicates that

εeh is defined by the competition between CM and carrier

cooling and suggests that a reduction in εeh (i.e., increase in

QE) can be achieved by reducing kcool and/or τCM.

Based on these considerations, we can attempt to predict

the CM performance of materials based on measurements

of kcool and τCM. However, while kcool can be measured

directly by analyzing intraband relaxation,27 direct mea-

surements of τCM are not straightforward and have not

yet been done. To overcome this problem, we infer the

CM time scale from measurements of the inverse process:

biexciton Auger recombination (Figure 2b); both are described

by the same Coulomb matrix element of the exciton-to-biexci-

ton coupling and are therefore interconnected.

Naively, this reasoning should apply equally well to both

bulk and NC semiconductors. However, in the bulk case, the

Auger recombination rate (rA) exhibits an additional expo-

nential thermal activation factor, exp(�ζEg/kBT) (T is

temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and ζ is a

dimensionless constant), which results from translational

momentum conservation. This factor overshadows the de-

pendence of rA on the Coulomb matrix element and rA
becomes dominated by a material's band gap energy.28

In quantum-confined NCs, relaxation of momentum con-

servation removes the thermal-activation factor, which

leads to Eg-independent Auger decay rates.29 As a result, rA
becomes primarily defined by the Coulomb matrix element

and can therefore be directly related to the CM rate. Tomake

this relationmore quantitative, wemust further consider the

involvement of densities of states: single-exciton for Auger

decay and biexciton for CM.30,31 Another important feature

of NCs is the universal scaling of Auger lifetimes with the NC

volume. This volume-scaling was originally discovered in

studies of CdSe NCs8 and subsequently was observed for

many other compositions.32 Interestingly, not only the size-

dependence but also the Auger lifetimes themselves are very

similar across different NC compositions including both direct-

and indirect-gapmaterials,32 despite vastly different Auger con-

stants in their bulk form.28 While the exact physics underlying

these universal trends is not fully understood, it likely relates to

the relaxation of momentum conservation, which diminishes

the role of the specific band structure in Auger recombination.32

The direct relation between CM and Auger decay, to-

gether with universal volume-scaling of Auger lifetimes,

indicates that CM rates inNCs are also likely to be dominated

by NC size and not by composition. This would further

suggest that the observed differences in εeh and QEs for

similarly sized NCs of different compositions is mostly due to

the differences in intraband cooling rates. To test the validity of

this conclusionwe have conducted side-by-side studies of NCs

of three different lead chalcogenides: PbSe, PbS, and PbTe.

In Figure 3a, we show biexciton Auger lifetimes (τ2A) as a

function of confinement energy (Ec): Ec = Eg � Eg0, where Eg0
is the bulk energy gap. Consistent with volume scaling, NCs

of all three compounds show a similar dependence of Auger

lifetime on Ec, which along with similar densities of states,

further implies similar τCM time constants.

In Figure 3b, we show a representative data set which we

use to extract the intraband cooling rate near the band edge

in PbSeNCs. Specifically, wemeasure the buildup time (τ1P1S)

of the 1S state population by TA and calculate the energy

loss rate from the ratio of the 1P-1S energy spacing (ΔE1P1S)

and τ1P1S: k1P1S =ΔE1P1S/τ1P1S.
27 Conducting thesemeasure-

ments for all threematerials we find k1P1S(PbTe):k1P1S(PbSe):

k1P1S(PbS) ≈ 1:2:4. Then, we assume that a similar ratio

between cooling rates also holds at energies relevant to CM.

Given this comparison of relaxation rates and the similarity

in τCM expected for these three compounds, we would

FIGURE 2. (a) The time window available for CM (T) during electron
intraband cooling is determined by the excitation energy (Ee), the
threshold energy (Ee,th), and the rate of intraband relaxation; VB and CB
are valence and conduction band-edges respectively. (b) In Auger
recombination, a biexciton decays to a hot exciton. (c) In CM, which is
the inverse of Auger recombination, a hot exciton loses it energy (cools)
by promoting a valence-band electron across the band gap.
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expect CM yields to increase going from PbS to PbSe and

then to PbTe.

CM measurements shown in Figure 4a as a function of

pω/Eg (3.1 eV excitation) indeed confirm the predicted trend.

CM yields in PbSe NCs are systematically higher than in PbS

NCs and then further increased in PbTeNCs. For example, for

pω = 4.3Eg, η is 15%, 35%, and 65% in PbS, PbSe, and PbTe

NCs, respectively. Importantly, the ratio between these

yields (1:2.3:4.3) is close to the relative ratios of the cooling

rates (1:2:4).

The CM threshold is estimated by extrapolating the data

toη=0,which yields∼2.65Eg for all three compositions. This

suggests that the observedmaterials' dependent changes in

the CM efficiencies relate primarily to differences in εeh.

Indeed, from the linear fit to the measured data we obtain

that εeh increases from∼2.8Eg in PbTe NCs to∼4.3Eg in PbSe

NCs and then to ∼12.5Eg in PbS NCs, which is again con-

sistent with expectations based on the analysis of intraband

cooling rates. We would like to point out that these

determinations of εeh are size-averaged (denoted below as

Æεehæ) as they are derived from the QE vs pω/Eg measure-

ments for a fixed pω and a varied (size-controlled) Eg. In

principle, a rigorous determination of εeh requires the mea-

surements be done on the same sample for a series of

different excitation energies. An example of such ameasure-

ment is given in Figure 4b, fromwhich εeh = 3.2Eg. This value

FIGURE 4. Quantum efficiencies (QEs) for PbTe (blue solid triangles),
PbSe (b), and PbS (red solid squares) as a function of pω/Eg for differently
sizedNCs; excitation energy is 3.1 eV. (a) Despite their similarAuger time
constants (Figure 3a), these materials show strikingly different CM
yields, indicative of different e-h pair creation energies. These trends
are consistent with the trends in competing cooling rates. (b) The data in
(a) provide a size averaged value of εeh (denoted as Æεehæ); solid line.
To derive “true” εeh (dashed line), we conduct measurements for two
different excitation energies (3.1 and4.65 eV) for twoPbSeNC sampleswith
similar Eg (1.0 and 1.1 eV; circles), which yields εeh = 3.2Eg vs Æεehæ = 4.3Eg.

FIGURE 3. (a) Biexciton Auger lifetimes for PbS, PbSe, and PbTe NCs
plotted as a function of confinement energy demonstrate a universal
trend seen previously for NCs of a variety of compositions. (b) The
buildupof 1Sbleaching for PbSeNCsmeasuredbyTA is used to estimate
the intraband cooling rate. The red data points represent the instanta-
neous Coulomb shift due to hot carriers; it is followed by slower growth
due to population transfer from the 1P to the 1S state. The 1S-1P energy
separation (ΔE1S1P) is derived from the absorption spectrum (inset).
(c) The product of τ2A (black circles) and the cooling rate (red circles) is
nearly Eg-independent (blue line) despite strong size dependences that
characterize these quantities individually.
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is smaller than Æεehæ (∼4.3Eg), which is likely due to a faster

increase of the CM rate with pω compared to kcool.

3. The Role of Band Gap Energy in Carrier
Multiplication
Throughout this Account, we have consistently expressed

εeh and pωth in terms of the band gap energy, Eg. This

practice derives from the earliest studies on CM in bulk

materials when it was acknowledged that Eg represents

the intrinsic energy scale in the CM process. Beyond practical

considerations, theoretical work for bulk semiconductors

has tied εeh and pωth directly to Eg by factors of at least

3 and 4, respectively.33

As indicated here by the measurements in Figures 1

and 4, NCs also show systematic Eg-dependent trends. This

indicates that, as in bulk materials, Eg is an important

parameter in the CM process in NCs. Specifically, an almost

linear dependence of QE on pω/Eg observed in themeasure-

ments where the pω/Eg ratio is varied by varying the band

gap (Figure 4a) suggests that εeh is directly proportional to

Eg: εeh = βEg, where β is a size-independent constant. This

observation, together with a previously derived expression

for εeh (εeh = kcool τCM),
34 suggests that the product of kcool

and τCM is proportional to Eg.

To better understand this behavior, we can invoke

the known size-dependent trends for the intraband energy

loss rate (k1P1S) and Auger recombination (τ2A). Early studies

of CdSe NCs indicated that k1P1S scaled as R�3 while τ2A
approximately as R3,8,35 where R is the NC radius. More

recent measurements indicate that similar types of scaling

hold also for PbSe NCs32,36 (see Figure 3c). These observa-

tions for strikingly different compounds suggest that the

product of k1P1S and τ2A is Eg independent and may itself be

another universal trend in NCs. Combining this observation

with the previous expression for εeh, we find εeh = kcoolτCM =

F k1P1S τ2A, where F is a coefficient which accounts for the

effect of densities of exciton and biexciton states. Based on

our observation of Eg-independence of k1P1Sτ2A together

with direct scaling of εeh with the band gap energy, we can

conclude that F is likely linear in Eg.

4. Effect of Nanocrystal Shape
While our previous discussions focused on correlating Auger

time constants to CM efficiencies in spherical NCs (zero-

dimensional, 0D, materials) and their differences from bulk

(3D materials), studies of elongated NRs, which span the 0D

and 1D confinement regimes, present an opportunity to

fully appreciate the effect of dimensionality on these

phenomena. Recent progress in synthesis of high quality

PbSe NRs37 has stimulated active spectroscopic studies aim-

ing to understand the effect of a quasi-1D structure on electro-

nic states, optical spectra,38 carrier dynamics, and CM in

infrared-active nanomaterials.25,26 The first reports on CM in

PbSe NRs25,26,38 have indicated that elongated NCs exhibit

enhanced CM compared to the spherical NCs discussed earlier.

Here, we examine side-by-side CM and Auger recombi-

nation in PbSe for both spherical quantum dots and NRs. In

Figure 5a, we show the photoluminescence (PL) decay for

PbSe NRs of two different aspect ratios (L/d = 8 and 12; L is

the rod length and d its diameter) and compare to quantum

dots; all three samples have similar radii and, hence, similar

Eg of ∼0.8 eV. The measurements indicate that τ2A is longer

inNRs than in spherical nanoparticles and increaseswith the

NRvolume (V) followingonaverage a sublinear dependence

on V (V changes through both L and d), which is slower that

the linear scaling observed for the quantum dots (Figure 5b).

Interestingly, as indicated by PbSe NR measurements of ref

38, the dependence of τ2A on L for a fixed d is close to linear.

FIGURE 5. (a) Biexciton dynamics for different PbSe NR aspect ratios
measured using time-resolved PL; all samples have a similar band gap
of ∼0.8 eV. (b) NRs (red open squares) appear to demonstrate a
systematic scaling of τ2A with volume (dashed line), which however on
average is slower (sublinear) than that for spherical NCs (O; solid line
shows linear dependence). A fairly large spread in theNR data in this τ2A
vs volume representation suggests that a more rigorous description of
size-dependent trends in Auger decay in NRs should account separately
for changes in their diameter and length.
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Given on average a sublinear dependence of τ2A on V, this

suggests that the dependence of τ2A on d is likely slower

than quadratic.

Based on our discussions above, longer τ2A in NRs seems

to be suggestive of a reduced strength of the Coulomb

interaction, which should result in reduced CM rates. How-

ever, according to CM measurements shown in Figure 6a

(excitation at 3.1 eV), NRs are either similar or more efficient

than quantum dots and show the overall trend seen in

NCs, namely, that the QE increases with increasing pω/Eg.

We see, however, that for a given pω/Eg the NR data show a

significant spread, indicating that in addition to the NR radius

(a primary factor in defining Eg) its length (that is, aspect ratio) is

also an important parameter in the CMprocess. The significant

dependence of CM performance on degree of elongation

is illustrated in Figure 6b (NR diameters are ∼2.7 nm). These

data show a progressive increase in multiexciton yield from

∼11% in quantum dots to 15% in NRs with the aspect ratio

of ∼5 and then to ∼25% for the aspect ratio of ∼7. A further

increase in L/d leads to decreasing QE. For example, when L/d

increases to11,ηdrops to∼15%.Repeating thismeasurement

for various diameters indicates that the diameter-inde-

pendent optimal aspect ratio is 6�7. This suggests that NC

elongation can produce an approximately 2-fold increase in

the CM yield. From the QEs measured for NRs of the optimal

ratios, Æεehæ in PbSe NRs is ∼2.5Eg (dashed line in Figure 6a) vs

Æεehæ = 4.3Eg in PbSe quantum dots (solid line in Figure 6a).

As we established above, it is informative to correlate the

increase in CM yields with Auger lifetimes. However, the

trend seen for varying aspect ratio is somewhat unexpected.

Namely, as the aspect ratio increases and the CM yield goes

up, we observe that τ2A increases as well, which seems to be

suggestive of lower CM rates. To reconcile these apparently

contradictoryobservations,wehave toaccount for the fact that

in the elongated structures the character of high-energy ex-

citations involved in CM is different from that of relaxed

excitations participating in Auger decay. Specifically, due to

the quasi-1D character of NRs, which leads to enhanced Cou-

lomb interactions, the relaxed e-h pairs bind into tightly con-

fined 1D excitons.39 As a result, Auger recombination occurs

not as a three-particle collision (as in quantum dots) but as a

two-particle, bimolecular interaction between two excitons.40

Because of charge neutrality of excitons, the rate of Auger

decay is expected to be slower than that for unbounde-hpairs.

This effect is likely responsible for lower Auger recombination

rates in NRs compared to quantum dots (Figure 5b).

The role of excitonic correlations is less significant in CM as

this process involves hot unrelaxed charges before they form

bound states. Therefore, CM in NRs likely occurs in the way

similar to that in quantum dots, but via a stronger 1D Coulomb

potential.39 As a result, CM is enhanced in NRs with moderate

aspect ratios. The drop in CM efficiency at larger aspect ratios is

likely due to restoration of 1D translation momentum conser-

vationwhich imposes additional restrictions on the CMprocess.

5. Artifacts in Carrier Multiplication
Measurements: Effect of Photocharging
As was mentioned earlier, a significant challenge in initial

studies of CM in NCs was a large spread in the mea-

sured multiexciton yields due to uncontrolled photocharg-

ing.18�20 In a typical CM experiment, one measures carrier

population decay via TA or time-resolved PL under extre-

mely low pump fluence. The development of a fast, sub-

nanosecond Auger decay component at high spectral en-

ergies serves as a signature of CM. Further, the amplitude of

this component (A) normalized by the height (B) of a slow

single-exciton background is used to quantify QE (Figure 7a).

In the PL experiment, the A/B ratio can be directly related to

the multiexciton yield by η = (A/B � 1)/3.18,19

FIGURE 6. CM efficiencies in PbSe NRs vs spherical NCs (quantum dots)
at 3.1 eV excitation. (a) NRs with similar diameters (that is, similar Eg)
show a large spread for the CM yield, suggesting the influence of
aspect ratio (L/d). Based on best QEs in NRs, Æεehæ is∼2.5Eg (dashed line)
vs ∼4.3Eg in PbSe quantum dots (solid line). (b) A closer look within
a subgroup of NRs of similar diameter reveals the importance
of aspect ratio.
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In the presence of photocharging, the early time PL signal

is increased as the emission rate for charged excitons and

multiexcitons is higher than that for their neutral counter-

parts. On theother hand, the long-time signal is decreased as

Auger recombination of charged excitations leaves behind

nonemissive uncompensated electrons or holes. As a result,

the apparent A/B ratio is increased (Figure 7a), leading to the

overestimation of the CM yield. In experimental measure-

ments, the problem of photocharging can be mitigated by

stirring16,18,19,41 or flowing20 solution samples, which pre-

vents accumulation of charged species in the excitation

volume.

A series of recent papers have addressed the mechanism

of photocharging in PbSe and PbS NCs.19,20,41,42 These

studies have indicated that this effect is especially pro-

nounced at above band-edge excitation energies and is

mediated by hot carrier transfer to trap sites located likely

within the ligand shell. The probability of photocharging (γ)

is not high (10�4�10�3 per absorbed photon);41,42 however,

the lifetime of resulting charge-separated species is extre-

mely long (tens of seconds).20,41,42 Therefore, even at low-

intensity excitation, a large fraction of the NCs in the photo-

excited sample can acquire a net charge.

An analysis of the spectral dependence of photocharging

in PbS and PbSe NCs indicates a rapid growth of the degree

of photocharging ( f ) with increasing pω, consistent with a

hot-carrier-transfer mechanism for the photoionization

process41,42 (Figure 7c; PbSe NCs). At any given excitation

wavelength, the photoionization probability shows signifi-

cant sample-to-sample variations, likely due to variations in the

NC surface/interface properties and/or the composition of the

ligand shell. However, using sampleswith similar surface chem-

istry, one can resolve certain size-dependent trends. Specifically,

the ionizationprobability typically increaseswithdecreasingNC

size (that is, increasing Eg), as illustrated in the inset of Figure 7c,

while the lifetime of charge-separated species produced by

photoionization decreases.42

Since photocharging relies on charge tunneling from theNC

to an external trap site, its probability should be reduced if one

introduces an external shell of awider gapmaterial. Indeed, by

overcoating a PbSe core with a thin shell of CdSe42 or PbClx,
43

one can significantly suppress photocharging (Figure 7c), in-

dicating that these structures can help evaluate true, photo-

charging-free CM yields of device-grade NC films.

6. Summary
In this Account, we have summarized recent progress in

understanding CM and related phenomena in semiconduc-

tor NCs. Side-by-side studies of CM, Auger recombina-

tion, and intraband relaxation in NCs of PbS, PbSe, and

PbTe reveal informative size-, composition-, and shape-

dependent trends in these processes. In order to evaluate

the relative CM performance of various nanomaterials, we

recommend the use of the e-h pair creation energy (εeh). This

quantity captures the competition between the generation

of new e-h pairs (time constants τCM) and energy losses due

to intraband relaxation (rate kcool); in the limit of weak CM,

εeh = kcoolτCM. By using Auger lifetime as a “surrogate” for

τCM, we demonstrate that the difference in the CM yields

amongquantumdots of PbS, PbSe, andPbTe ismostly due to

the difference in the rates of intraband energy losses while

the CM rates for these three compositions are likely similar.

FIGURE 7. (a) Effects of photocharging are revealed when one
compares PL dynamics for stirred (black squares) vs static (red circles)
samples. (b) Photocharging may lead to false CM-like fast decay
signatures due to Auger recombination of charged excitations.
(c) In core-only PbSeNCs, the degree of photocharging quickly increases
with increasing photon energy (red squares) as expected for hot-carrier
trapping; inset shows that the ionization probability (γ) increases with
increasing Eg. Photocharging can be suppressed growing an outer shell
of CdSe (green circles) or PbClx (blue triangles).
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One observed trend is direct scaling of εeh with size-

dependent energy gap (εeh ≈ βEg), which is manifested in

an approximately linear growth of QE with pω/Eg. While

being functionally similar to the trend observed in bulk

semiconductors, in NCs, this seemingly simple scaling arises

from a complex interplay between correlated size depen-

dent changes in τCM and kcool. A strong indication for this yet-

to-be-understood correlation is provided by the observation

that the product of the Auger lifetime and the 1P-1S energy

loss rate (“surrogates” for τCM and kcool, respectively) is nearly

size-independent despite strong size dependences of indivi-

dual quantities that scale respectively as ∼R3 and ∼R�3.

An important current challenge in the CM field is the

development of nanostructures with CM performance

approaching the ideal, energy-conservation defined limit.

To this end, interesting opportunities are associatedwith the

use of elongated NCs or NRs. Our initial measurements of

PbSe NRs show that the aspect ratio of ∼6�7 seems to be

optimal for CM and allows for an approximately 2-fold

increase in the CMyield compared to spherical NCs. Another

promising direction is the study of heterostructured NCs that

should allow for greater flexibility in controlling the strength

of carrier�carrier Coulomb interactions, carrier dynamics,

and the band gap energy compared to monocomponent

particles. Hybrid structures combining semiconductor NCs

with nanoscale metals44 are also of interest due to the

potential effect of surface plasmons on both electron�
photon and electron�electron interactions.
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